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URBAN MELBOURNEHOUSE PROFILE

D

Homeowners Melissa and Rafael incorporated  
as many second-hand materials into their 
Melbourne extension as possible, including the 
pivot doors pictured above. Red bricks from the 
partial demolition were reused in the extension 
and appear as paving outside the back door.
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Present 
to the 
past 
A light-filled extension connects a 
Melbourne family to their history, 
environment and the character of 
the home they’ve loved since they 
first walked through the door.

WORDS Sasha Shtargot 
PHOTOGRAPHY Erica Lauthier
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Recycled lining boards were  
used for this floor to ceiling 
feature strip. Gas-fired hydronic 
heating has been installed but 
homeowners Melissa and Rafael 
resisted the temptation for 
air-conditioning. There are  
ceiling fans throughout the house. 
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WORDS Beth Askham 
PHOTOGRAPHY Brendan Finn

A committed team rebuilds a weekender 
destroyed in the 2009 Victorian bushfires. The 
result is an energy efficient home away from 
home with a small footprint, increased fire 
resistance and strong connections to the bush. 

Resilient 
rebuild

G

Silvertop ash cladding will 
change in colour over time, 
helping the house soften and 
blend into its surroundings. 
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PERI-URBAN VICTORIAHOUSE PROFILE
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PERI-URBAN VICTORIAHOUSE PROFILE

D

The house’s 
floor-area-to-glass ratio is 
about 4 to 1, with the 
majority of glass facing 
north for solar gain and 
smaller window openings 
facing west, south and east 
for natural light and 
ventilation. Operable 
windows capture different 
wind directions, allowing 
cross ventilation. Ceiling 
fans also assist with 
ventilation. 
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COASTAL TREE CHANGEDESIGN WORKSHOP

j

An aerial view of the site and Giles & Adriana’s 
proposed house orientation.

j

The bush block is described 
by owner Giles as a ‘bushfire 
prone ski slope’.

“For optimum solar performance, 
the building should be rotated to 
face true north.” 
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WORDS Sarah Robertson 

Grand Designs host Kevin McCloud speaks 
to Sarah Robertson about valuing the energy 
invested in every well-designed thing.  

Greener 
grand designs

THERE’S NO DOUBT THAT KEVIN MCCLOUD, THE HOST OF BRITISH 
home design TV show Grand Designs, has celebrity status in Australia. His 
programs are repeated here to an enthusiastic audience, and Australia is 
the one country with its own Grand Designs offshoot, hosted by architect 
Peter Maddison. Not to mention the crowds that flocked to Grand Designs 
Live events in Melbourne and Sydney this year. 
 It’s generally recognised that part of McCloud’s appeal is that he’s not 
an architect. However, with university training in history and architectural 
theory, he communicates design principles clearly, without condescension 
and with real enthusiasm. Passion and excitement about design practically 
ooze from McCloud, whether you meet him in person, watch him on 
television or hear him speak. 
 Meeting him a day before the Melbourne Grand Designs Live show, 
however, I was keen to hear more about his interest in sustainable design – 
why and how he pushes this agenda forward. 
 “I’ve always, since I first owned a home in 1985, I’ve always gardened 
organically; always preferred organic veg, home-grown, and local stuff. It’s 
not even a philosophical position … [living and working sustainably] seems 
a very obvious thing to want.” He attributes this to being a craftsman, a 
maker of things. “If you make things, you value the resources that you use; 
you don’t waste because it seems to run counter to how you work. Human 
energy is a really precious resource and you don’t waste that if you can 
possibly help it, so why would you waste the materials?”
 It boils down to the fact that a crafted item doesn’t have any magical 
properties, he says; it is just a vessel for and an expression of human 

energy. But McCloud understands that many people still don’t value this 
energy or the natural materials that go into every well-designed thing.  
“We have no idea where stuff comes from … It’s always fascinated me 
how easy it is to divorce yourself from the made thing, just as it’s always 
fascinated me how things are made.”
 So how do we encourage people to design, build and live more 
sustainably? “I don’t know, because right now nobody’s interested in  
the UK; the emphasis has shifted to basic economic survival. In Australia, 
sustainability hasn’t become an idea that’s fully formed yet, I think, but  
it will.”
 He adds that he’s an advocate of sustainability by stealth. “I don’t like 
to wag a finger and tell people how to live – I think that’s wrong. I think, 
actually, a sustainable future and sustainable development is something 
that we have a responsibility to explore together with people around us. 
So in the housing schemes I do, for example, we try to introduce ideas that 
people can choose – opt into or opt out of.”
 Encouraging sharing is one simple way to promote environmental and 
social sustainability, he says. “We already share library books, we share 
meals with people, we share jokes and stories, we share our homes with 
our family. It’s actually only a short step away to sharing ownership of a 
car, or a bike, or a piece of public realm, or a bit of the vegie garden, or an 
allotment.” 
 Of course, McCloud believes good design is central to environmentally 
responsible living, whether that involves designing a bicycle rack into 
house plans, sourcing local and environmentally responsible materials or, 
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WORDS Robin Barton 
PHOTOGRAPHY Jody D’Arcy, Ben Price & Justine Monk

This Perth extension is a light, open 
and thoughtful response to the need 
for space in our ever-sprawling cities.

Modern 
infill
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URBAN PERTHHOUSE PROFILE

D

For her Perth home, Justine 
designed the windows and 
doors, which were made by a 
local joiner. Louvre windows, 
the large sliding door and 
small openings at the front of 
the house maximise 
cross-ventilating breezes. 
Motorised external blinds are 
fixed to all north-east facing 
glazing to minimise summer 
heat gain. Image Ben Price
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URBAN PERTHHOUSE PROFILE

L

Plywood lines the floor, 
walls and ceiling of the 
extension. Floorboards in 
the hall are recycled jarrah. 
Image Ben Price

G

A door in the bookshelves 
leads to a storage area 
behind. “It is the full length 
of the centre room and is 
invaluable (and invisible) 
storage space,” says 
Justine. Image Jody D’Arcy
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WORDS & IMAGES Emma Scragg 

On moving into her own Brisbane home, architect 
Emma Scragg set to work learning about organic 
gardening and permaculture before transforming  
her garden into a rich edible landscape. She shares 
some of what she learnt along the way.

Earthly 
enrichment
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PLANNING A PRODUCTIVE GARDENOUTDOORS

SO OFTEN HOMES OR RENOVATIONS ARE 
planned with the most sustainable intentions 
but through lack of knowledge and time, or a 
limited budget, the surrounding site becomes 
an afterthought, or is completely overlooked. 
However, a garden can greatly enrich a home 
and its owners. It can improve a home’s 
microclimate, provide food for its residents 
(and their neighbours), provide a habitat for 
wildlife and serve as an enticing extension to 
internal spaces.

PLANNING – DESIGNING GARDENS  

FOR HOMES AND LIFESTYLES

When planning a garden, consider the 
impediments and opportunities that exist 
within the house itself. Are there rooms with 
window and door openings that suffer from a 
lack of privacy? Do some rooms tend to overheat 
due to excessive sun exposure or inadequate 
ventilation? On the flip side, are there areas 
where views and access to northern sun and/or 
natural light need to be preserved. Could these 
spaces be enhanced? Are there living areas with 
a strong physical or visual connection to the 
outside? 
 All of these issues can be resolved, to some 
extent, through thoughtful garden design. 
Deciduous vines and trees, for example, can 
shade internal spaces in summer but let 
sunshine through in winter to help improve  

the energy efficiency of a home.  
 Outside, survey your garden space. Identify 
natural paths around the site and think about 
dividing it into different zones. Permaculture 
design tells us that high use spaces or areas 
requiring the most maintenance are best placed 
closest to the house. This means that the ideal 
place for vegetables and herbs is close to the 
kitchen and on regularly trodden paths. 
 Outdoor areas, if not roofed decks, are 
traditionally paved for low maintenance. 
However, beware of large areas of paving in full 
sun. These hard surfaces reflect heat and glare, 
adding discomfort to the garden and the home, 
particularly in summer. Instead, consider softer, 
more permeable surfaces with a mix of ground 
covers. Paving or stepping stones placed only 
where they’re needed let rainwater soak into the 
soil and the water table but also allow vegetation 
to grow.

MAXIMISING DIVERSITY, PRODUCTIVITY  

AND PERFORMANCE

In selecting plants for a sustainable garden, 
focus on those that will play multiple roles, 
eg produce food, provide shade and attract 
wildlife. Ideally, plants should provide food, 
habitat, be compatible with the local climate 
and be resilient to pests. They should also be 
appropriately sized for the site. Native species 
are often encouraged for their drought tolerance. 
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WORDS Angela Tufvesson 

Beyond simple aesthetics, green roofs 
and vertical gardens reduce household 
energy demand, cool cities and 
provide habitats for native species.

Green 
roofs 
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GREEN ROOFSOUTDOORS

“I LIKE TO TELL PEOPLE IT’S CHEATING BECAUSE WE’RE USING 
the land twice,” says Simon Fisher of his green roof. He lives in Adelaide’s 
Christie Walk, an urban village featuring South Australia’s first intensive 
green roof. “The roof is a delight – I like being able to go up there to read  
a book or have a cup of tea with a friend or a sundowner, or to go there 
and watch fireworks,” he adds. “I also pick fruit and vegetables up there.”
 Although green roofs can be traced back to Viking dwellings in 
Scandinavia and the hanging gardens of ancient Babylon, Christie  
Walk architect and urban ecologist Paul Downton says green roofs  
aren’t usually found atop modern Australian homes. “They cost more 
than an average roof because you’re adding another layer of materials,” 
he says. “Green roofs are rare events and the reason is we’re in the early 
adoption stage.”
 It’s a different story abroad. Downton says green roofs have been 
popular for decades in Germany and Austria. As many as 30 per cent of 
the rooftops in Berlin are green, and in Linz, Austria, residential roofs 
larger than 100 square metres must have a green roof. Green roofs are 
also increasingly favoured for homes in Denmark, the United Kingdom, 
Singapore, Japan, Canada and the US. 

WHY GROW GREEN ROOFS?

In simple terms, a green roof is a flat or pitched roof surface planted 
with vegetation and a growing medium over a waterproof membrane. 
There are extensive and intensive green roofs. The former are lightweight 
systems up to 200 millimetres deep where vegetation is limited to 
shallow rooting plants, while the latter require regular maintenance as 
they are home to a wide range of vegetation at a depth of more than 200 
millimetres. “Intensive roof gardens are designed for traffic so people 
can walk on them – they are traditionally what people think of as roof 
gardens,” says Downton. Vertical gardens are a less invasive option. Plants 
may be rooted in a vertical structure attached to the outside of a building 
or rooted in the ground and trained to grow up a wall. 
 The benefits of green roofs and vertical gardens are many. One of the 
most significant is the ability of a green roof, and to a lesser extent  
a vertical garden, to act as an insulating thermal buffer. “The plants and 
soil are the first point of contact from the sun’s heat,” says Ben Nicholson, 
director of Groof. “Plants provide evaporative cooling and it takes a long 
time for that heat to move through the soil, so generally it maintains a 
steady temperature underneath – a green roof is like a huge shade sail 
during summer.”

D

A green roof over a garage in 
Wellington, New Zealand. Image 
courtesy Cranko Architects. 
Facing page image courtesy 
Fytogreen.
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GREEN ROOFSOUTDOORS

 Nicholson says a green roof is more effective to help cool a home 
than heat one. Research by the CSIRO found green roofs can reduce the 
amount of energy used to heat a room by 13 per cent in winter and reduce 
the energy used to cool a room by 48 per cent in summer. Similarly, a 
study by Colombia University in the United States reports that average 
winter heat loss under a green roof is 34 per cent lower than under a black 
(conventional) roof, while summer heat gain is reduced by 84 per cent. 
 Green roofs also help to reduce the heat island effect in cities. “If you 
put a roof garden on what would’ve been a hard, flat surface, it reduces 
the amount of heat and light reflecting back into the urban environment,” 
says Stuart Tyler from Fytogreen. He explains that green roofs also 
reduce and delay stormwater run-off, which has a dramatic impact on 
catchment areas and drainage in urban areas. Additional benefits include 
air purification and enhancement of biodiversity by providing habitat for 
native species. 

GOING GREEN UP TOP – THINGS TO CONSIDER

Green roofs can be retrofitted but care must be taken with the weight 
added to an existing roof. Nicholson says removing roof tiles before 
planting a green roof is the best option as it gives you “more weight to 
play with”. “If you had a tiled roof you would have the tiles removed,  
then you would have the roof waterproofed,” he says.
 Downton says solar panels can be fitted to an extensive or intensive 
green roof. “The green roof can work with the solar panels to improve 
their efficiency. One of the benefits is that because the green roof surface 
is much cooler than a normal roof, it aids the efficiency of the panels.” 
 For those who want to exercise a green thumb, DIY green roof kits 
are available. Brod Street, an environmental policy officer for Victoria’s 
Department of Sustainability and Environment, retrofitted a green roof 
onto his Melbourne home a few years ago. 
 “I realised we had this awfully hot part of the house that could be 
cooled naturally with a green roof,” he says. “I was very interested to 
show how it could be built on a 28-degree  sloping roof and it was a 

Research by the CSIRO found 
green roofs can reduce the amount 
of energy used to cool a room by 
48 per cent in summer.

l

Brod Street retrofitted a 
native species green roof 
onto his Melbourne home a 
few years ago. The garden is 
installed on a 28-degree 
sloping roof. Brod says the 
under-roof temperature is 
now at least 10 degrees 
Celsius cooler on hot sunny 
days when compared to the 
ambient air temperature.






